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Backchannel welcome
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@anthonymcneill
OK, it’s not exactly dead
The ‘VLE is dead’ debate
More evaluation needed
My Twitter project
Supporting student 
engagement with Twitter
3 projects: English Literature (18)
Media & Cultural Studies (80+)
Engineering (200+)
Project deliverables
•evaluation of 
Twitter in HE
•staff and student 
guides
• late May 2010
Why Twitter?
The “on-trend” technology
More than broadcasting?
Lecture backchannels
Learning communities?
So how did we get on?
Staff keen; students less so
No “digital natives” here
Student email (Engineering)
Student tweet (Media)
One working pilot (English)
• EL3668: Shakespeare 
and Popular Culture
• final-year special 
subject module 
• 18 students enrolled
Data from EL3668 pilot
•October 2009-January 2010
•student tweets: 104
•questionnaires: 16
• individual student interviews: 6
• interview with module leader
So what did we do?
We created an account
… a hashtag
… a group
… tied it in with the VLE
… provided guidance
… a schedule of activities
Did the students tweet?
Getting to grips with Twitter
Social interaction
Engagement with activities
Resource sharing (1)
Resource sharing (2)
Peer acknowledgement
Discussion of assessment
Problems and queries
Was the pilot a success?
Tweets by month
Tweets per student
Data collection 1: survey
Twitter accounts pre-module
• I was already addicted to it - I use it as 
a way of keeping in touch quickly and 
conveniently with people. 
• It is ok - good way of keeping in contact 
with some people.
Two positive views
• Much prefer Facebook as you're not 
restricted on the word count. And more 
applications.
• Was not interested, seemed complicated. 
• Slightly self indulgent …
• … boring compared to MySpace and 
Facebook.
Four negative views
•Didn't think about using it as I was already 
on Facebook.
•Same ideas as Facebook.
•… just another social networking site. 
Nothing special. Celebrities used it.
• I felt it was a celebrity marketing tool.
Students mainly indifferent
Data collection 2: interviews
Part of my semester-long study, the 
creative project, I'm doing a cartoon 
about Hamlet, so what I was often 
doing was tweeting ideas out on that 
one where I knew I had a lot more 
people who would respond and say 
'does this idea sound like it works and 
what do you think?’ (Jenny)
Twitter as PLN
I had an account, but I didn't ever really 
use it. I followed quite a few people, sort 
of celebrities and stuff, but I didn't check 
it every day. […] I wasn't a user but I did 
have an account so I was very aware of 
it. (Amelia)
“I wasn’t a user” 
I’ve actually got a Twitter account - I set 
up a different one for the module - but I 
never used it, all I did was follow 
celebrities. When Katie and Peter were 
splitting up it was quite handy ‘cos I 
could see what was going on.(Roz)
Celebrity stalking
I joined about six months before the 
module started just because I heard a lot 
of hype about it. A couple of friends had 
joined and I heard about it on Radio 1 
and things so I wanted to see what it was 
about. I was following some of the main 
people like Chris Moyles and Stephen 
Fry, people like that, people I knew 
tweeted a lot. (Sarah)
Twitter & broadcast culture
Well, I think I started off … myself and 
my dad joined at the same time out of 
interest and we just tested it by saying 
hello. And then, really, we didn’t know 
what to do with it after that. And it kind of 
stayed dormant for six months really. I 
didn’t really use it. (Sarah)
“It stayed dormant”
Because I don’t go on Twitter a lot, I 
didn’t become second nature to me just 
to go on it; it was something I had to 
think about. (Roz)
Not “second nature”
Starting the module, I was quite 
interested to see how it would work. I 
started, I did use it, and then it sort of 
dropped off my radar just ‘cos I wasn’t 
using it everyday or whatever. (Amelia)
“off my radar”
None of my friends were on it.
[…]
I love the idea of Twitter but I guess it’s 
almost entirely because my close 
friends and family don’t use it. (Amelia)
On not using Twitter 
… it’s like a routine: you check your 
emails and you check your Facebook. 
You get distracted for about an hour 
and then you start doing your work. But 
you always leave Facebook on in the 
corner just in case someone might want 
to get in contact with you. (Roz)
“it’s like a routine”
I’m on it about twice a day … it’s more 
for communication. So, rather than 
emailing somebody, or phoning 
somebody, or texting somebody, it’s a 
free way of communicating with a friend. 
So, I’ll go on to check Facebook chat, I’ll 
see if there’s somebody there that I can 
ask about are you going out tonight or 
this, that and the other.  (Sarah)
“I’m on it all the time”
I was probably a bit keener and I did 
my picture and everything as well … I 
suppose life took over a bit. I think it 
[Facebook] would have worked a whole 
lot better; I think you would have had 
tweeting every day … well, not 
tweeting, facebooking everyday, 
commenting everyday. (Roz)
“facebooking everyday”
The year reps, we've created a 
separate section where we update them 
about things that are going on in terms 
of the year rep meetings, any 
messages from the lecturers. […] So, 
we organise the meetings, we 
organised a party before Christmas 
through that. (Sarah)
Facebook for uni activity
• Twitter use not widespread (25%?)
– their friends aren’t on it
– Facebook super-dominant SNS
• those on it don’t use it as an SNS
– part of celebrity broadcast culture
– they don’t get it as participatory medium
– Facebook offers greater functionality
Summary of student use
Spheres of practice
Be where it’s working 
Follow me/read my stuff
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